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LOCAL AIRPORTS

LYON SAINT-EXUPERY AIRPORT: Rhône-Alpes international airport. A 1-hour bus shuttle runs every hour (at the half hour) from Lyon St Exupery airport to Grenoble downtown bus/train station (20€ per trip). (See next page time schedule of SATOBUS)

GRENOBLE-ISERE AEROPORT: mostly low-cost companies arrive at this airport (EasyJet, Ryan Air and Bluexpress). A 35min bus shuttle runs from Grenoble-Isere airport to Grenoble downtown bus/train station (12.50€ per trip).

OTHER AIRPORTS

GENEVA AIRPORT. A 3-hour bus shuttle runs (twice a day only) from Geneva downtown bus station to Grenoble downtown bus/train station.

Alternatively, a 2.5h train service runs between Geneva central station and Grenoble station

PARIS CDG AIRPORT. A 3-hour TGV train runs either from Paris CDG airport or, more frequently, from Paris "Gare de Lyon" to Grenoble central station.

Using Grenoble's TRAMWAY to come to LAOG

Tram tickets have to be purchased from the machines at the tram stations (not in the tram itself). You have to punch the tram ticket /before stepping in the tram/ at the punching machines. Current price 1.40€.

From the train station, you have to use line B to reach “Les Taillées Université” or “Gabriel Fauré” stations.

See Tramway map and map to Ipag:
http://fr.mappy.com/carte/38/grenoble#d=%2038000...38100%20Grenoble&p=map

Useful links

Map of Grenoble: http://fr.mappy.com/carte/38/grenoble#d=%2038000...38100%20Grenoble&p=map
To book a train: http://www.voyages-sncf.com
LYS Lyon St Exupéry Airport: http://www.lyon.aeroport.fr
GNB Grenoble Isère Airport: http://www.grenoble-airport.com/-SITE-PUBLIC-.html
CDG Paris CDG Airport: http://www.paris-cdg.com
Tourism Office: http://www.grenoble-isere-tourisme.com
Map of Center Town
Map of Campus

From Tram to IPAG

Gare SNCF

Les Taillées - Observatoire
List of hotels in Grenoble Updated in April 2011

Please call the hotel directly to make your reservations. Various types of rooms are available: single, twins, doubles, apartments.

Hotel d'Angleterre *** 5, Place Victor Hugo 38000 Grenoble
120-190 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.87.37.21 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.50.94.10

Hotel Gambetta ** 59, Boulevard Gambetta 38000 Grenoble
54-75 €
Breakfast 7.50 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.87.22.25 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.87.40.94

Ibis Grenoble Centre 5 rue de Miribel, Place Felix Poulat, 38000 Grenoble
67-105 €
Breakfast 7 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.47.48.49 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.47.78.22

Hotel Europe ** 22 Place Grenette, 38000 Grenoble
68-108 €
Breakfast 8 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.46.16.94 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.43.13.65

Hotel Trianon ** 3 rue Pierre Arthaud, 38000 Grenoble
58-75 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.46.21.62 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.46.37.56

Splendid Hotel ** 22 rue Thiers 38000 Grenoble
66-135 €
Breakfast 6.20 € Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.46.33.12 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.46.35.24

Hotel Institut ** 10 rue Louis Barbillon 38000
64-85 €
Breakfast 7.80 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.46.36.44 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.47.73.09

Hotel des Alpes **
45 Avenue Felix Viallet, 38000 Grenoble
59-70 €
Breakfast 7.50 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.87.00.71 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.56.95.45

City Suites Apartment
25 av. Doyen Louis Weil 38000 Grenoble
79-110 €
Tel.: (+33) (0)4 76 69 60 60

Hotel Terminus Best Westerns *** 10 place de la gare 38000 Grenoble
79-149 €
Breakfast 12 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.87.24.33 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.50.38.28

** Hotel Acacia ** 13 rue Belgrade 38000 Grenoble
45-72 €
Breakfast 6 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.87.29.90 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.47.21.25

** Hotel Suisse & Bordeaux ** 6, place de la Gare 38000 Grenoble
53-81 €
Breakfast 7 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.47.55.87 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.46.23.87

Ibis Grenoble Université Rue de la Condamine ZI de Mayencin 38610 Gières
58-93 €
Breakfast 8 €
Tel : (+33) (0)4.76.44.00.44 Fax : (+33) (0)4.76.51.03.58

** Hôtel Novotel Grenoble Centre ** 7, place Robert Schuman - 38000 Grenoble
135€
Breakfast13.90€
Tel : (+33) (0)4 76 70 84 84 Fax : (+33) (0)4 76 70 24 93

** Hôtel Europole *** 29, rue Pierre Sémard - 38000 Grenoble
Chambre : 105€ du lundi au jeudi, 65€ le weekend
Breakfast : 13€
Tel : (+33) (0)4 76 49 51 52 Fax : (+33) (0)4 76 21 99 00

** Hotel/Résidence Hipark *** 6 Rue Auguste Genin - 38000 Grenoble
Studio : 112€ - Appart 2 pièces : 137€ -
Petit-déjeuner : included for one person
Tel : (+33) (0)1 55 65 20 13

** Hôtel All seasons Grenoble ** 25 Avenue Félix Viallet - 38000 Grenoble
64-67€
Breakfast : 7.80€
Tel : (+33) (0)4 76 43 10 27 Fax : (+33) (0)4 76 87 52 69

** Royal hotel Grenoble **
2, Rue Gabriel Péri - 38000 Grenoble
59€
Breakfast : 7.90€
Tel : (+33) (0)4 76 46 18 92
List of restaurants and pubs in Grenoble *Updated in April 2011*

**Regional food**

La Fondue (A) €€ (closed Sun.)
5 rue Brocherie -04 76 15 20 72
15 receipes of fondues. Start with Cheese fondue, finish with chocolate fondue. Also, raclette and tartiflette.

A Confesse (B) €€ (closed Tue.)
1, r Sappey -04 76 54 11 60
Cheese fondue and pancakes. On Isere’s northern bank.

**French traditional**

L’épicurien (A) €€ (closed Sun.)
1, place aux Herbes -04 76 51 96 06
A XVIth century building located on one of Grenoble’s central squares.

Cafe de la Table Ronde (A) €€ (closed Sun.)
7, Place Saint André -04.76.44.51.41
Opened in 1739, this is the second oldest restaurant in France (after Paris’ Procope) located on Grenoble’s main central square. Terrasse.

L’Auguste (A) €€€
6, Rue Auguste Gaché -04 76 51 36 96

La Difference (B) €€ (closed Sun.-Mon.)
7, Rue Génissieu -08 26 10 08 52
A new restaurant in town in a quiet area. Have a beer or a cocktail first at L’As de Pique across the street, where you can eat too.

La Panse (A) €€ (closed Sun.)
7, rue de la Paix -04 76 54 09 54
Supposedly one of the best...

La Planche de Bois (B) €€ (closed Sun.-Mon.)
22, Rue du Docteur Mazet -04 76 47 29 24
Grilled meat specials.

La Voile Blanche (A) €€€ (closed Sun-Mon)
4, Rue Pierre Duclos -04 76 44 22 62
Do you like Foie Gras ?

Le Supplice de Tantale (A) €€€ (closed Sun-Mon)
13, rue Jean Jacques Rousseau -04 76 44 28 29
Good wine selection

La Petite Ferme (A) €€€ (closed Sun-Mon)
5, Rue Jean Jaques Rousseau -04 76 54 21 90
Good wine selection
Le Saint Christophe (B) €€ (closed Sun) *(outside map)* 14, rue Marx Dormoy -04 76 48 07 26
Meat and venison specials.

L’Europeen (B) €€ (closed Mon.) *(outside map)* 22, Rue Nicolas Chorier -04 76 70 03 00
Beer and Moules-frites (mussels and french fries) specials

**La Tete a l’Envers (A) €€** (closed Sun.-Mon.)
12, rue Chenoise -04 76 51 13 42
Meals come with a variety of spices. If you can guess those used in the dessert samples, cafe or digestive is offered.

**L’Auberge du Rhin (A) €€** (closed Sun.-Mon.)
13, Rue Saint Joseph -04 76 46 66 49
Alsacian food, excellent choucroute (sauerkraut : cabbage and sausage).

**La Ciboulette (B) €€€** (closed Sun.-Mon.) *(outside map)*
1, Rue de l’Amiral Courbet -04 76 47 36 49
A new restaurant in town, close to the train station.

**Le Village (A) €€€** (closed Mon.)
20, rue Strasbourg -04 76 87 88 44
Delicate food, welcoming.

**Cafe Louis (A) €€** (open everyday)
3, rue d’Agier (close to Place St Andre) -04 76 01 13 31
Good traditional food and nice terrasse on a quiet small square.

**L’Ile Maurice (B) €€** (closed Mon.)
39 r Humbert II -04 76 87 32 82
Islands cooking from Mauritius. Good and welcoming.

**Auberge Napoleon (A) €€€€€** (100+ €) (closed Sun.)
7 rue Montorge -04 76 87 53 64
Gastronomic restaurant. Just in case you’d have something to celebrate... and, yes, Napoleon stayed there overnight some time ago, on his way back from Elba.

**Italian**
As Grenoble harbours a large italian community, you’ll find many italian restaurants downtown. In particular, many pizzerias are located on Isere’s northern bank, in the so-called "Italian quarter", across the bridges from central downtown. You can’t miss them... (and some of them are open on Sunday evening)

**La Tavola Calda (A) €** (closed Sat.eve-Mon.)
10, rue Brocherie -04 76 54 67 25
Authentic italian family cooking for a very reasonable budget.

**L’Arome Antique (A) €€** (closed Mpn.)
4, Quai Perrière -08 26 10 05 65
A brand-new (small) italian restaurant in town. Not tested yet but supposedly excellent.

**Le Cinecitta (B) €€** (closed Sun.-Mon.)
7, rue Jay -04 76 17 29 74
Excellent italian dishes.

**L’Adagio (B) €** (closed Sun.)
23, av Félix Vialet -04 76 43 08 27
Traditional and pizzeria.

**Via Aurelia (A) €** (closed Sun.-Mon.)
1 rue Blanc Fontaine -04.76.47.50.59
Pizzeria, many Italians have dinner there.

Pizzeria de Gordes (A) € (closed Sun.)
3, Place de Gordes -04 76 44 68 26
Terrasse on a nice quiet small square.

Pasta Cosi (A) € (closed Tue.)
34, quai Perrière -04 76 27 58 50
Pasta and pizzas. Northern Isere bank.

La Toscana (A) € (closed ?)
46, quai Perrière -04 76 87 33 88
Pasta, pizzas, Italian wine. Northern Isere bank.

Spanish
La Pena Andaluza (A) €€ (open everyday)
3, rue Palais -04 76 00 07 77
Paella and tapas. Guitar concert on Thursday evening.

North American
L’Ontario (B) €€ (closed Sun.)
5 quai Créqui -04 76 46 74 45
Canadian salmon specials. Terrasse.

Pumpkins (B) €€ (open Thu.-Fri.-Sat.) (outside map) 3, r D’Alembert -04 76 29 48 21
Traditional US.

Central and South American
El Sombrero (A) €€ (open every day)
3, Rue Vauban -04 76 47 33 00
Mexican food. Close to Place Victor Hugo.

Kori Tika Pena (B) € (closed Mon.)
99, rue Saint Laurent -04 76 42 63 04
Bolivian and chilean dishes. Muy rico. On Isere’s northern bank.

Indian
Le Bombay (B) €€ (closed Mon.) (outside map) 60, cours Jean Jaurès -04 76 87 71 80
Presumably the best Indian restaurant in Grenoble.

Namastay (A) €€ (closed Sun.)
2, rue Renaudon -04 76 54 29 89
Indian Pakistani food. One of the best.

Asian
Le Phnom Penh (B) €€ (closed Sun.)
18, rue Thiers -04 76 46 07 62
Chinese and Cambodgian dishes. Terrasse.
Le Jade (B) €€ (open everyday)
9, rue Turenne -04 76 46 03 62

Chinatown (B) €€ (open everyday) (outside map) 6 place de la Gare -04 76 46 92 85
Terrasse. Close to the train station.

North African
Le Tajine de l'Atlas (A) € (closed Mon)
22, rue Chenoise -04 76 42 06 72
and several other north african restaurants in the same old town area...

Others
Le Mandala (A) €€ (closed Sun.) 7 rue Raoul Blanchard -04.76.44.49.80 Fusion food (whatever it means...). Try the Wok vegetables.

Le Cedre (B) €€ (closed Sun.) 4, Rue Lazare Carnot -04 76 47 42 20
Best Lebanese in Grenoble. Mezze specials. All dishes explained by the cook. Reservation required.

Le Tchouchoura (B) €€ (closed Sun.) (outside map) 16, rue Gabriel Péri -04 76 47 35 95
Eastern Europe (bulgarian) food and wine. Try the vodkas. Welcoming.

Ice creams
L’Arche aux Fruits (A), rue Diodore Rahoult (close to Place de Gordes)
Bourbon (A), 3 Place Notre-Dame
La Noix de Grenoble (A), Place Grenette (next to Haagen-Dazs)

Bars & Pubs
Many bars are to be found on Grenoble’s main old squares in the pedestrian area, namely : Place Notre-Dame, Place Saint Andre, Place aux Herbes, Place Claveyson, Place de Gordes, Place Grenette, Place Victor Hugo. Most bars close at 1am.
Le 365 (A)
3, rue Bayard
Cafe & Bar. Try the "Green chaud" : hot chocolate and green Chartreuse.
Les Freres Berthom (A)
1, rue Saint Hugues (next to Place Notre-Dame)
Packed, noisy, smoky but nice. Beers, beers, beers... (belgian mostly)

Le Styx (A)
6, Place Claveyson
Vodka specials. Trendy. Terrasse.

Le Zinc (A)
5, rue Auguste Gache
Wine bar. Closes at 9pm.

Le Tord Boyaux (A)
4, rue Auguste Gache
Wine with spices, planteurs.
L’Estancot (A)
3, rue de la Paix
Shooters Vodka. And an indoor sand beach!

Le Phenomen (A)
4, rue Vauban
Shooters. Try the Tip’n’top: chartreuse-vodka-orangina.

Le Couche Tard (A)
1, rue du Palais.
Loud music. Open till 2am.

London Pub (A)
11, rue Brocherie
Where foreign students meet.

O’Callaghan (A)
2, Place de Berulle
Irish Pub.

The Shannon Pub (B)
14, rue Fantin Latour
Irish Pub. Darts.

Family’s Pub (B)
3, Rue Saint-Joseph
Irish Pub. Close to CCI.